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Cody Canal Laterals – Level II Study 
Executive Summary 

Introduction 
General 
Cody Canal Irrigation District (CCID/District/Sponsor) is located in and around the town of Cody, Wyoming.  The 
CCID supplies water to nearly 13,000 acres and administers the supply of irrigation water to urban/small acreage and 
agricultural users.  

Water is diverted from the South Fork of the Shoshone River just upstream of Buffalo Bill Reservoir, and Cody Canal 
is the most senior, major diverter on the South Fork River.  The city of Cody lies within the district boundaries and 
has steadily grown to encompass more and more of what were historically agricultural lands.  Outside of the city, 
small acreages have been created out of previously agricultural lands.  The result is a much different user base than 
that originally served by the district.   

The urbanization of the district has created many issues.  Public safety, operations and maintenance, right-of-way 
maintenance, and other issues have arisen.  The agricultural producers who understood irrigation and derived their 
livelihood from it have been replaced with small landowners, often from non-prior, appropriation-doctrine states 
with no experience living next to a canal.   

Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of and prepare a plan for converting CCID’s open 
laterals to closed conduit.  Many developers and the City of Cody would prefer to pipe the open laterals rather than 
have an open ditch running through their property.  CCID desires to have a plan in place for use in administering 
future development in areas affecting their laterals. 

The project tasks for this study were intended to: 

1. Update the inventory of the laterals maintained by CCID. 
2. Prepare a conversion plan for converting from open channel to pipeline. 
3. Evaluate financing scenarios for that plan. 
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Figure 1 Cody Canal Irrigation District with Laterals of Focus Highlighted 
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Project  
Conversion Plan and Conceptual Level Designs and Cost Estimates 
The primary purpose of this project was to evaluate the feasibility of placing Cody Canal’s various laterals into 
pipelines.  As the project progressed, SCE discussed the District’s preferences to develop general and specific 
preferences for each.  A review of the options, considerations, and general design considerations was included in the 
report, as was a review of the specific considerations for each lateral.  Several types of conversions of open channel to 
pipelines were reviewed.  These were classified as:   

• High-Pressure – “closed” 

• Low-Pressure – “open” 

• Open Channel  

Each option was discussed in detail.  A combination of high-pressure and low-pressure systems were chosen.  No 
open channel systems were proposed. 

Conversion Plan  
The conversion plan is driven by a combination of factors.  One of which is CCID’s desire to utilize a materials-only 
grant and providing the installation with their own personnel. CCID has a history of constructing their own 
improvements.  This scenario was considered when developing the plan.  The factors considered were: 

• Need for additional or modified right-of-way 

• Capability of the District 

• Perceived ease of construction 

• Number of additional issues needing to be addressed 

• Likelihood of future changes 

The conversion plan provided considers the laterals as one functioning system and provides general guidelines for 
diameters, etc.  As future development occurs, if a developer proposes to enclose a lateral, the proposed design must 
be reviewed.  The diameters shown as a result of this plan may or may not be appropriate if constructed piecemeal.  
For instance, the diameters shown may work well for a high-pressure line where a significant amount of pressure is 
available due to elevation change at the top of the system.  However, when only a piece across a flat section is 
constructed, the diameter may be insufficient to carry the required flow. 

Cody Canal routinely completes rehabilitation projects and has experience replacing control structures, pipelines, 
etc.  The Glory Hole Drop was funded by a materials-only grant and constructed with District personnel.  The 
District currently owns: 

• Bobcat track loader 
• Bobcat compact excavator 
• Caterpillar backhoe 
• John Deere loader 
• 10-yard dump truck with trailer 
• Two D6 Caterpillar bull dozers 
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With support from the engineering firm completing the Level III design, the District will be more than capable of 
completing these projects with their own equipment. 

To begin implementation of the lateral piping plan, the easiest laterals were chosen to be constructed first.  Buchanan 
is a short lateral and consists of one structure with small diameter pipe. Right-of-way changes are not required.  The 
areas immediately adjacent to the lateral have not been developed, which makes this lateral an easy one to construct.  
Other laterals, such as Town, have many issues to be considered and coordinated with other entities.  It is expected 
to take a substantial amount of time to work through these issues.  These laterals were moved down the prioritization 
list to allow these issues to be addressed and to allow the District to improve their process in preparation for the 
longer laterals.  The final prioritization plan is shown below in Table 1. 

Financing 
As briefly mentioned above, CCID completed projects utilizing the materials-only funding in the past.  For the 
financing analysis in this study, it was assumed the District could initially afford to spend $50,000 per year on 
rehabilitation/lateral conversions.  It was also assumed this budget will increase to keep pace with inflation assumed 
to 3% per year.  In reality, this assessment will likely be raised intermittently by the District, and increases will not 
occur incrementally every year.  The District’s current budget includes costs for structure replacement, repairs and 
rehabilitation.  

The CCID was originally formed many years ago to provide management over the distribution system providing 
irrigation water to users in and around Cody Wyoming.  The area is heavily dependent upon agriculture and the 
continued availability of water.  The continued operation and modernization of the system through the projects 
described in this report are in the public interest.   

SCE obtained CCID’s current year budget and reserve account balances.  The budget was reviewed and formed the 
basis for the determination that CCID’s current budget should be sufficient to begin work on these projects.   CCID’s 
effective assessment is approximately $30.50 per acre.  By completing the projects incrementally, if CCID does not 
have the funds to pay for their share of the improvements, they can put off application for funds until they do.   

Cost Estimates 
Cost estimates were provided for each lateral.  However, the materials costs are separated from the installation costs.  
The reason for this separation is that one of the funding scenarios discussed below is materials-only.  One of the 
critical pieces of information necessary for planning this scenario is the cost of the materials to be used on the project.  
If the materials-only scenario is chosen and approved, the District and WWDO can use this number and add the 15% 
contingency to develop the budget for the lateral. 

Funding/Financing Scenarios 
We have provided an analysis of the following three funding scenarios: 

1. Materials-Only Grant 
2. 67% Grant/33% Loan 
3. 67% Grant/33% Match Funded by the District 

These scenarios were included for comparison purposes.  A brief description of each was included.  

The year the project is scheduled was determined either by the assumed limitations of CCID forces or the limitations 
of the rehabilitation budget.  If the project is a particularly large one, it may take several years of savings to afford it. 
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Table 1 summarizes the costs and order of the projects in the conversion plan.   

Materials-Only Grant 
For the materials-only funding option, $50,000 per year was assumed for the available cash for engineering, right-of-
way permitting, etc. It was assumed the District could install approximately 4,500 feet of lateral per year.  The first 
few projects are smaller than this and were selected to give the District a better gage of their capability.  Installation 
costs were assumed to come from deferred maintenance or by foregoing their ongoing rehabilitation projects.  Rather 
than cleaning ditches or some of the other tasks that take place during the winter, those resources will go towards 
rehabilitation.  When a lateral is placed in pipe, the maintenance for that section is essentially eliminated.  Table 2 
and Table 3 illustrate this scenario.  It should be noted that the Design and Construction Engineering, Permitting and 
Access Acquisition costs are borne by the District and will be actual cash outlays.  However, these are not the only 
costs of the District.  The labor, fuel, and other costs for installation will also be the responsibility of the District.        

The materials-only grant completes more projects in a shorter amount of time.  However, to complete those 
projects, normal wintertime maintenance and rehabilitation activities must be deferred in favor of completing the 
projects.  This is how the District can absorb the construction costs without adding additional personnel and 
equipment.  As the laterals are converted, the aging structures and open ditches responsible for much of the 
maintenance requirements will be eliminated.  These O&M savings will manifest themselves in the budget.  Although 
CCID may have to start slowly, soon additional funds can be diverted from maintenance to the project because they 
will no longer be needed.  Once pipelines are buried, ditch cleaning, burning, sediment removal, and many other 
tasks that must currently be periodically completed will no longer be necessary. 

67% Grant/33% Loan Scenario 
The second financing scenario reviewed is the WWDC grant/loan scenario. Based on our conversations with the 
District, this scenario is not considered as an option by the District.  CCID does not wish to incur additional debt to 
complete these projects.  It is included for comparison purposes.   

For this scenario, it was assumed that the District would have a third party construct the laterals, would utilize the 
WWDC grant of 67% of the eligible project costs, and would take a loan for the remaining 33% of the project costs.  
The rehabilitation budget was still assumed to be $50,000.  The conversion plan stayed the same as for the materials-
only scenario outlined above.  Under this scenario, the projects on the plan were completed until the yearly loan 
payment (calculated using an interest rate of 4% and a loan term of 30 years) exceeded the inflation-adjusted 
rehabilitation budget.  Table 4 illustrates this scenario.  Once that point was reached, it was assumed the conversion 
plan would be halted until the projects began to be paid off.   

67% Grant/33% District-Funded Match 
This scenario assumes 67% grant funding available from the WWDC.  Rather than CCID incurring a loan for the 
remaining 33%, this scenario assumes the CCID will use their rehabilitation funds.  A project is not completed until 
the reserves build up in the rehabilitation account to a level adequate to fund the project.  Under this scenario, CCID 
does not incur any debt and does not have to defer any maintenance.  The progress on the plan is much slower as 
illustrated by Table 6.  Table 5 contains the rehabilitation account balance for this scenario assuming it starts at $0.  
The primary drawback to this scenario is the time it takes to achieve progress.   
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Summary and Recommendations 
CCID has been undergoing gradual changes to their user base for many years.  The primary water use has gradually 
changed from agricultural producers to residential lots and ranchettes.  Consequently, changes in water use have 
occurred, and conflicts have arisen as the land ownership has changed.  Rather than a 40-acre parcel owned by a single 
agricultural producer whose primary income is generated by his production, the same area consists of 8-15 individual 
lots with as many users in what can be very expensive homes.   

Maintenance of the laterals was fairly simple in the past.  The ditches had to be cleaned to remove silt and vegetation 
growing on the banks. This was easily accomplished with an excavator, and the material removed was placed adjacent 
to the ditch road.  As the land has become developed, substantial expense has been incurred by the landowners to 
landscape and otherwise improve their property.  These owners do not want to see the waste material placed along 
the ditch.  Maintenance requirements are also increased whenever a new driveway crossing, road crossing, etc. is 
installed.  These must be cleaned, trash must be removed, etc.   These are just a few examples of the effects these 
changes in land ownership have had. 

Converting open laterals to pipe has many benefits regardless of the land use.  We have worked with other districts 
who began implementing conversion programs many years ago and are well on their way to having most their laterals 
piped.  These districts have seen considerable savings in maintenance, both in off-season ditch cleaning, spring ditch 
bank burning, and during the season with weed spraying, etc.  Conflicts with landowners are also greatly reduced.  In      
some cases, these systems can be operated with fewer personnel (resulting in a significant cost savings) and deliveries 
can be made in a timelier fashion, increasing the level of service.  The merits of a project such as this one are clear. 

The purpose of this project was to review CCID’s laterals, prepare conceptual designs, outline standard 
specifications, and develop recommendations for conversion of their laterals to pipelines.  The “deliverables” for this 
project consist of this report and updated Geographic Information System (GIS) layers for the laterals. 

As part of this study, several conclusions were drawn and recommendations made.  A brief discussion of these is 
outlined below. 

Conclusions 
1. CCID’s normal operations would likely benefit greatly from converting the open laterals to pipelines. 
2. The CCID service area has many locations where significant elevation changes occur.  This relief makes a 

closed system or high-pressure pipelines more feasible. 
3. CCID has decisions to make regarding the future of the District and how it will serve its users as change in 

land use continues to occur. 
4. Given the known silt load from the South Fork River, it is critical that conveyance of storm water be 

separated from the irrigation delivery flows. 
5. The conversion plan is flexible and, although a specific order is identified for the laterals, developments or 

other future activities will likely warrant deviation. 
6. Many of the ongoing issues and conflicts occurring will be eliminated or reduced through conversion of the 

open laterals to closed conduit. 
7. A comprehensive design that works when considering the entire lateral as one functioning unit may or may 

not function as well when only a small section is installed.  
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Recommendations 
1. Begin implementation of the conversion plan.  
2. Begin discussions as soon as possible with affected landowners to address drainage issues for each lateral. 
3. Begin discussions with the City of Cody regarding the Town and Adams Laterals to begin to address the 

storm water issues. 
4. Consider working with the City of Cody to install parallel storm and irrigation systems in those areas where 

storm water must be conveyed from its current point of entry in the system to the closest point of disposal 
into existing storm drainage infrastructure. 

5. Install measurement at every FTO. 
6. When constructing diversions, require them to minimize sediment intake as much as possible. 
7. If developers wish to construct portions of the laterals, CCID can use the specifications attached; however, 

the improvements should be reviewed to ensure the diameters and pipe sizes are compatible with the plan 
and will function independently.   
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Table 1 Conversion Plan Summary 

 

Table 2  Rehabilitation Account – Materials-Only 

 

Priority Project Begin End

2018 Project 
Cost - 

Installation w / 
15% 

Contingency

2018 Project 
Cost - 

Materials w / 
15% 

Contingency

 g  
Engineering, 
Permitting, 

Access 
Acquisition and 

Mitigation

2018 
Construction 
Engineering 

w/15% 
Contingency

  j  
Cost w /15% 
Contingency 
Applied to 

Construction 
Costs

WWDC 
Ineligible 

Costs
1 Buchanan 2019 2020 70,500.00$       121,500.00$      $19,900.00 19,200.00$     231,100.00$           1,000.00$     
2 Frost 2020 2021 107,700.00$     196,400.00$      $35,500.00 30,500.00$     370,100.00$           1,000.00$     
3 Schultz/McNeil 2021 2024 409,900.00$     1,101,300.00$   $144,000.00 151,200.00$   1,806,400.00$        7,500.00$     
4 Holm - Headgate to Moller 2027 2028 375,500.00$     482,200.00$      $77,800.00 85,800.00$     1,021,300.00$        5,000.00$     
5 Moller 2028 2031 126,000.00$     255,800.00$      $38,800.00 38,200.00$     458,800.00$           1,000.00$     
6 Highw ay 219,800.00$     519,000.00$      $74,100.00 73,900.00$     886,800.00$           1,000.00$     
7 Indian Pass 601,500.00$     1,017,000.00$   $155,300.00 161,900.00$   1,935,700.00$        5,000.00$     
8 Wasden 202,500.00$     562,400.00$      $72,900.00 76,500.00$     914,300.00$           1,000.00$     
9 Holm Moller to Airport 213,300.00$     730,400.00$      $88,900.00 94,400.00$     1,127,000.00$        1,000.00$     

10 Bell 225,800.00$     461,600.00$      $69,700.00 68,800.00$     825,900.00$           9,000.00$     
11 Holm to End 192,300.00$     356,300.00$      $55,900.00 54,900.00$     659,400.00$           1,000.00$     
12 Zinn 339,900.00$     688,100.00$      $100,300.00 102,800.00$   1,231,100.00$        6,500.00$     
13 Adams (Low  Pressure) 482,400.00$     1,537,800.00$   $182,200.00 202,100.00$   2,404,500.00$        5,500.00$     
14 Low er Sage - Ross to Highw ay 357,000.00$     1,891,000.00$   $203,300.00 224,800.00$   2,676,100.00$        1,000.00$     
15 Low er Sage - Hw y to Wasden 123,600.00$     487,500.00$      $58,100.00 61,200.00$     730,400.00$           1,000.00$     
16 Ross - Low er End 353,700.00$     587,800.00$      $92,400.00 94,200.00$     1,128,100.00$        1,000.00$     
17 Tow n (Low  Pressure) 1,242,900.00$  2,456,800.00$   $335,800.00 370,000.00$   4,405,500.00$        15,000.00$   

Cody Canal Ditch Conversion Plan - Values Rounded Up

M
or

e 
Th

an
 1

0 
Ye

ar
s 

in
to

 th
e 

Fu
tu

re

Year of 
Construction

Rehabiliation 
Account Balance

Rehabilitation 
Assessment
(3% Inflation)

Project Description CCID Portion

2018 -$                           50,000.00$               
2019 50,000.00$               51,500.00$               Buchanan 33,248.40$               
2020 68,251.60$               53,045.00$               Frost 57,076.42$               
2021 64,220.18$               54,636.35$               Schultz/McNeil 88,751.29$               
2022 30,105.24$               56,275.44$               Schultz/McNeil 88,751.29$               
2023 (2,370.60)$                57,963.70$               Schultz/McNeil 88,751.29$               
2024 (33,158.19)$             59,702.61$               -$                           
2025 26,544.43$               61,493.69$               -$                           
2026 88,038.12$               63,338.50$               -$                           
2027 151,376.63$            65,238.66$               Holm - Headgate to Moller 177,292.58$            
2028 39,322.70$               67,195.82$               Moller 28,043.06$               
2029 78,475.47$               69,211.69$               Moller 28,043.06$               
2030 119,644.11$            71,288.04$               Moller 28,043.06$               
2031 162,889.10$            73,426.69$               Highway 87,671.46$               
2032 148,644.32$            75,629.49$               Highway 87,671.46$               
2033 136,602.34$            77,898.37$               Indian Pass 100,784.91$            
2034 113,715.80$            80,235.32$               Indian Pass 100,784.91$            

CCID Rehabilitation Budget - $50,000/yr (3%/yr Inflation)

Rehabilitation Account - Materials-Only WWDC Grant Senario (WWDC Funding Only)
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Table 3  Materials-Only Grant Scenario 

 

  

Table 4 Grant/Loan Scenario

Project Year Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting Materials

Engineering, 
Legal and 
Permitting

WWDC Grant or 
Materials Estimate 
if  Materials Only

 y  
Irrigation 

District Costs - 
Engineering, 
Permitting, 

Legal 

2019 $125,145.00 $33,248.40 125,145.00$       33,248.40$   
2020 $208,360.76 $57,076.42 208,360.76$       57,076.42$   
2021 $401,140.08 $88,751.29 401,140.08$       88,751.29$   
2022 $401,140.08 $88,751.29 $401,140.08 88,751.29$   
2023 $401,140.08 $88,751.29 401,140.08$       88,751.29$   
2024 -$                   -$              
2025 -$                   -$              
2026 -$                   -$              
2027 $629,161.63 $177,292.58 629,161.63$       177,292.58$ 
2028 $114,591.27 $28,043.06 114,591.27$       28,043.06$   
2029 $114,591.27 $28,043.06 114,591.27$       28,043.06$   
2030 $114,591.27 $28,043.06 114,591.27$       28,043.06$   
2031 $412,951.68 $87,671.46 412,951.68$       87,671.46$   
2032 $412,951.68 $87,671.46 412,951.68$       87,671.46$   
2033 $407,996.61 $100,784.91 407,996.61$       100,784.91$ 
2034 $407,996.61 $100,784.91 407,996.61$       100,784.91$ 

NOTE:  Engineering costs are assumed to be 80% of the engineering costs for the other scenarios.  All values are adjusted for 3% inflation.

Cody Canal Irrigation District Rehabilitation Plan 2019-2034 - Materials-Only WWDC Grant Scenario (3% Inflation Assumed)  

Frost Yearly TotalsHighwayBuchanan Schultz/McNeil Holm - Headgate to Moller Moller Indian Pass 

Project Year
Projected Project 

Total Cost
Projected Project 

Total Cost
Projected Project 

Total Cost
Projected Project 

Total Cost
Projected Project 

Total Cost
Projected Project 

Total Cost
WWDC Grant 

(67%)

Cody Canal 
Irrigation District 
Responsibility 

(33%)

Cody Canal 
Project Payment 
-30yr 4% Loan

Cumulative 
Payment

$50,000 Rehab 
Account 

Contribution

Additional 
Assessment/Ac

re to Service 
Loan

2019 $239,063.00 $160,172.21 $78,890.79 $4,562.26 $4,562.26 $50,000.00 $4.39
2020 $393,699.99 $263,778.99 $129,921.00 $7,513.34 $12,075.61 $51,500.00 $4.52
2021 $1,982,097.51 $1,328,005.33 $654,092.18 $37,826.22 $49,901.82 $53,045.00 $4.65
2022 $1,155,109.69 $773,923.49 $381,186.20 $22,044.04 $71,945.86 $54,636.35 $4.79
2023 $356,356.21 $175,518.73 $10,150.27 $82,096.12 $56,275.44 $4.94
2024 $709,453.34 $349,432.24 $20,207.70 $102,303.82 $57,963.70 $5.08

Loan Payement exceeds Rehabiliation Budget
NOTE:  All values are adjusted for 3% inflation.

Holm Moller to 
Airport

Holm - 
Headgate to 

Moller Wasden

Cody Canal Laterals 2019-2037 - 67% WWDC Grant Scenario 33% Loan (3% Inflation Assumed)  

Loan PaymentsBuchanan Yearly TotalsFrost Schultz/McNeil
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     Table 5 67% Grant/33% CCID-Funded Rehabilitation Account 

 

Table 6 67% Grant 33% CCID Funded 

 

Year of 
Construction

Rehabilitation 
Account

Rehabilitation 
Assessment Project Description CCID Portion

2018 -$                    50,000.00$           
2019 (28,890.79)$          51,500.00$           Buchanan $78,890.79
2020 22,609.21$           53,045.00$           $0.00
2021 (58,164.42)$          54,636.35$           Frost $133,818.63
2022 (3,528.07)$           56,275.44$           $0.00
2023 52,747.37$           57,963.70$           $0.00
2024 110,711.08$         59,702.61$           $0.00
2025 170,413.69$         61,493.69$           $0.00
2026 231,907.39$         63,338.50$           $0.00
2027 295,245.89$         65,238.66$           $0.00
2028 360,484.55$         67,195.82$           $0.00
2029 427,680.37$         69,211.69$           $0.00
2030 496,892.06$         71,288.04$           $0.00
2031 568,180.11$         73,426.69$           $0.00
2032 641,606.79$         75,629.49$           $0.00
2033 717,236.28$         77,898.37$           $0.00
2034 795,134.65$         80,235.32$           $0.00
2035 (114,003.14)$        82,642.38$           Schultz/McNeil $989,373.11
2036 (31,360.75)$          85,121.65$           $0.00
2037 53,760.90$           87,675.30$           $0.00
2038 141,436.20$         90,305.56$           $0.00

CCID Rehabilitation Budget - $50,000/yr (3%/yr Inflation)

Projected Cashflow - 67% WWDC Grant Scenario (WWDC Funding Only) 33% Paid 
with Rehabiliation Budget (No Loan)

Project Year Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost Project Cost
  

(67%)
  

Irrigation District 

2019 $239,063.00 $160,172.21 $78,890.79
2020 $0.00 $0.00
2021 $405,510.99 $271,692.36 $133,818.63
2022 $0.00 $0.00
2023 $0.00 $0.00
2024 $0.00 $0.00
2025 $0.00 $0.00
2026 $0.00 $0.00

2027 $0.00 $0.00

2028 $0.00 $0.00

2029 $0.00 $0.00

2030 $0.00 $0.00

2031 $0.00 $0.00

2032 $0.00 $0.00

2033 $0.00 $0.00

2034 $0.00 $0.00

2035 $2,998,100.32 $2,008,727.21 $989,373.11

2036 $0.00 $0.00
2037 $0.00 $0.00
2038 $0.00 $0.00

NOTE:  All values are adjusted for 3% inflation.

Holm Moller 
to Airport Yearly Totals

o   
Headgate to 

Moller Moller Highway Indian Pass WasdenBuchanan Frost Schultz/McNeil

Cody Canal Laterals 2019-2038 - 67% WWDC Grant Scenario 33% Funded by Rehab Account (3% Inflation Assumed)  
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